
1 Look at the pictures and fill the blanks with appropriate word or phrase. 

1.An ---------------------- is a place for observing planets with telescopes.

2.We live on----------------------
3.Saturn has ----------------------- around itself.

4.He is -------------------------- the fire.

2 Read  the text   and  fill the blanks with the words given. 

families  future  nature increase 

Recently,----------------- pay more attention to----------------,students learn about saving 

wildlife  ,and some hunters do not go hunting anymore .In this way ,the number of cheetahs 

is going to --------------------- in the-------------- 

3 

Look at the pictures and complete the dialogue.         2 
Tom: Is Jupiter as large as Mars? 
Jack: No, Jupiter  is --------------------- than Mars.(large) 
Tom; Is  Mercury ------------------ (near)planet of all to the Sun?   (picture number 1) 
Jack: Yes , you are right 
Tom: Where are you going to travel next week? 
Jack: Milad tower--------------------------------------------------(tall)   (picture number 2) 

                                                                                                                                     2 

.کلمات زیر را در جای خالی بکار ببرید  

2 

 شکل صحیح کلمات داخل پرانتز را در جای خالی استفاده کنید.

1



1) 

2) (Milad Tower)

با توجه به تصاویر جای خالی را پر کنید و کلمات را به شکل صحیح در جای خالی بنویسید.       4

Write or choose the correct forms of nouns in parenthesis. 

1.Mr. Kamrani has three------------------- (child).

2.I watched these ------------------( man )  in the film. It was an interesting film.

3.We see two---------------(bus) in the picture.

4.------------- (avicenna/Avicenna) was a great person.---------- (Gahar Lake /gahar lake) is 

really amazing . 

3 

2



3 

5    4 

Read the sentences and find noun and adjectives.

در متن زیر اسامی و صفات را در جدول مناسب بنویسید

.

 

There are powerful lions in the jungle. They are wild. Some hunters hunt them. 

Cheetahs are endangered animals. People should protect these beautiful animals. 

Tooran plain is the place for zebras. Iranian zebras are interesting for tourists. 

Nouns 
animals places  humans things ideas 

Adjectives 

6  Read the texts and answer the questions.  . متن زیر را بخوانید و به سواالت آن پاسخ دهید

Panda is an endangered  animal .This beautiful animal lives in bamboo forest of China . 

Humans have destroyed these forests . pandas do not have any place to live or anything to 

eat .There are few pandas alive now. The Chinese  are to make bamboo for pandas. They 

ask everyone in the country to help them. 

1.Who have destroyed forests?

2.Where do pandas live?

3.There are many pandas alive now. True      False
4.Panda is an endangered animal. True False



4 

  متن زیر را بخوانید و جاهای خالی را پر کنید.

More than half of the blood is plasma. This is a clear and yellow liquid. It carries red and 

white cells. There are millions of red blood cells in one small drop of blood. They carry 

oxygen round the body and collect carbon dioxide from body parts. There are a large  

number of white cells in a drop of blood. They are bigger than red cells. They defend our 

body against microbes. 

Now fill the blanks . 
 2 

The heart sends the 1………………… around the body, which keeps us alive. 

2………………….. is a clear liquid that carries red and white cells. 3……………… 

blood cells carry oxygen round the body, and 

4……….……….. blood cells defend our body against microbes. 

متن زیر را بخوانید و جاهای خالی را با توجه به معنی و مفهوم با استفاده ازیکی از دو حالت زمان آینده کامل کنید. 

 (be going to or will.)   2 

A: Shayan ! What ………………you bring for the party? 

B:  Well, I think I ……………… bring a big salad. My mom is a great cook. 

A: Do you think we ………………. have a nice day? 

B: No. I heard that it ………………… rain next Friday. 


